MUSIC
Please find here resources for the Taster Day lesson and also some Summer prelearning work. Please contact
s.richardson@oaklandscatholicschool.org for further
guidance.

LESSON TASK: Edward Scissorhands – Danny Elfman
This is the titles soundtrack for the film Edward
Scissorhands (1990). What about this track makes this suitable for a fantasy film?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlYvM1-hihw&list=PL7572306C225EA0C9

LESSON TASK: Riding the Train – From the Girl on the Train – Danny Elfman (2016).
How does Elfman create a feeling of tension? How do his techniques differ
to those used in Edward Scissorhands? How are they similar?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Pbur971FSU&list=PLRW80bBvVD3Uh6SddRufsj6f_07I4PH5

How do we analyse a piece of Music? What do these words mean?

MELODY
ARTICULATION
DYNAMICS
TEXTURE
STRUCTURE
HARMONY
INSTRUMENTATION
RHYTHM
TEMPO

These are the set works that you will study on the course - can you sort the set works
into their topic area?

PREPARATORY WORK TO BE COMPLETED DURING THE SUMMER HOLIDAYS
You should complete as many of these as possible to put yourself in an advantageous
position for each element of the course – performing, composing and appraising.
*In preparation for the performance aspect of the course, take every opportunity to
rehearse and perform with a variety of ensembles. If this is not possible expand your own
solo repertoire – and practice regularly! Record yourself playing a piece and then record
it four weeks later. What improvement have you made? Keep your recordings.
*In preparation for the composition aspect of the course, compose a short piece for your
instrument or voice (ie. a song). The piece should have at least 2 contrasting sections. If
you have studied composition before add chords to this and ideas for texture. Please
record this and have some form of notation or plan for us to follow as we listen to it.
*If you do not already have Grade V theory, begin working through the ABRSM Theory of
Music books, grade1-onwards. There are also some fun websites to help with this, for
example
www.MYMUSICTHEORY.COM
Www.musictheoryrevision.com
The Set Works cover a very wide range of styles, from 20th Century popular music to
examples from the Renaissance period. In order to prepare for this you should listen to a
wide range of music, and research some of the styles.
Complete at least one of the following tasks, starting with task 1
1. Create a timeline of the following musical periods – Renaissance, Baroque,
Classical, Romantic and 20th Century. This could be presented as a powerpoint, a

mind map for each period, a poster, an essay, a newspaper article – be creative but
informative. Include information about the key dates of each period, instruments
used during the period, musical features of the time – (what is the harmony like?
what do you find out about the tonality? And structure of pieces?) What types of
pieces (genres) are there – orchestral, concertos, chamber – quartets, vocal –
secular or sacred music? What is the purpose of music during this period? What
key points of history happen during this time and what are the names of the most
successful composers during each period? You should make sure you mention and
include the following composers – Vivaldi, Bach, Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven,
Schubert, Schumann, Berlioz, Debussy.
2. Watch a film where the composer of the film score is Bernard Hermann, Rachel
Portman or Danny Elfman compare the music for this film with another film
composer. Find out what is typical of their music, what is their process for film
writing? How successful are they and what awards have they won?
3. Research Music of the 1960s in England. Who are the most successful bands? What
are the musical features of the bands – what are the songs about? What instruments?
Create a playlist of Music of the 1960s explain why each song is worthy to be on this
list.
Some useful websites are:
www.classicfm.com Composers and periods of music:
http://www.nickredfern.co.uk/Education.htm Information about setworks
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio3 Composer of the week and A-Z of Composers
https://www.spotify.com Spotify is a free piece of software, which will prove valuable.
You will also be able to see performances of some of your choices on Youtube.
You should also take interest in the BBC Proms Series. BBC3 and BBC4 channels are
useful for this.
We hope you enjoy these tasks, and look forward to seeing you in September.

